INTRODUCTION
============

With the growing interest in device miniaturization, lab-on-a-chip (LOC) techniques have been developed as miniaturized platforms for application in various fields of research, such as analytical chemistry, biochemical assays, and environmental tests. The fast reaction times, small sample volume required, high disposability of the device, and lack of cross-contamination make these devices suitable for clinical uses. In particular, tremendous research output has been produced in the fields of microscale polymerase chain reaction (PCR) \[[@B1]-[@B11]\], micromixers \[[@B12]-[@B16]\], microvalves \[[@B17]-[@B24]\], and various separation and sorting applications \[[@B23],[@B25]-[@B27]\] ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To make microfluidic devices widely applicable as commercialized platforms to a wider group of end users, mass production at low cost is a prerequisite. In early days, silicon-based materials such as glass and quartz were the main choices for materials, because charged DNA could be transferred readily inside a microscale channel. However, silicon-based microdevices are expensive, require complicated fabrication processes as well as facilities, are difficult to replicate, and are fragile. These shortcomings have turned the attention of many researchers to the search for better materials in terms of fabrication simplicity, manufacture cost, and device robustness. As a result, various plastic materials, such as poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) \[[@B28]-[@B32]\], polycarbonate (PC) \[[@B33]-[@B35]\], polyimide (PI) \[[@B36]\], and poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) \[[@B36]\] have been raised as choices for plastic materials. Besides PDMS, a transparent elastomer that has been the main choice of material for microdevice fabrication owing to easy replicability, PMMA has also been widely adopted for microfluidic applications such as DNA separation \[[@B30],[@B32],[@B34],[@B37]-[@B40]\], detection \[[@B30],[@B40],[@B41]\], on-chip PCR \[[@B42],[@B43]\], and cell culture \[[@B44]\] owing to its particularly simple and versatile fabrication procedures, which include hot embossing \[[@B45]-[@B47]\], injection molding \[[@B48],[@B49]\], laser ablation \[[@B50],[@B51]\], reactive ion etching \[[@B52]\], and deep ultraviolet (UV) lithography \[[@B53]\].

In addition to selecting the optimum material for microdevice fabrication, each unit component of the LOC system needs to be operated under a single mode, such as pneumatic, electrokinetic, centrifugal, or magnetic forces from the point of sample injection to sample collection to truly realize the integrated system. The LOC is generally composed of several unit components, such as sample pretreatment, amplification, separation, and detection, each of which has its optimum mode of operation. For example, sample pretreatment, which is mainly composed of DNA or cell extraction and purification, can be realized by using pneumatic, centrifugal, and magnetic forces. Sample amplification, which is generally realized by performing PCR or isothermal PCR, can be realized by pneumatic force, and sample separation can be typically realized by electrokinetic force owing to the electrical charges of DNA. As a result of the various modes of actuation for optimum operation of each functional unit, integration of the whole system in a monolithic material is never an easy task.

In this study, we demonstrate the fabrication of each functional unit constructed by using PDMS and operated by pressure as a mode of actuation. Specifically, we illustrate pressure-driven sample amplification with a single heater instead of multiple heaters, a pressure-driven sample injection device without the use of a bulky syringe pump, and a strategy for device assembly at room temperature and atmospheric condition. The whole integration of these components could pave the way for the construction of a totally integrated LOC system applicable for clinical and point-of-care testing.

MINIATURIZATION OF PCR
======================

The advent of PCR \[[@B54]-[@B56]\], an *in vitro* enzymatic amplification of nucleic acids, led to a great leap in the development of genetic research, and PCR is currently an indispensable tool for disease analyses and diagnoses. Microscale PCR has greatly shortened the overall reaction time owing to an increased heat dissipation rate and a fast transition from one temperature to another, which result from an increased surface-to-volume ratio inside a microchannel or microscale reactor. In this way, the overall reaction time for nucleic acid amplification was reduced to 6 minutes when the sample volume was reduced to 100 nL \[[@B57]\]. Among several types of microscale PCR, continuous-flow PCR \[[@B6],[@B8],[@B9],[@B58]-[@B67]\] has received the majority of attention owing to its potential for integration with other functional units. In continuous-flow PCR, the sample liquid moves constantly inside a microchannel placed on several discrete heating sources. Nucleic acid amplification generally requries three distinct temperature zones for the denaturation, annealing, and extension steps. Therefore, multistep temperature control in PCR has been a limiting factor in device miniaturization and portability. When target amplicons are less than 300 bp in size, the annealing and extension steps can be performed at the same temperature, which thus reduces the number of heat controls needed to two. However, a minimum of two heating apparatuses are still required for proper reaction. Thus far, researchers have come up with various heat sources, such as metal heating blocks, thin film heaters, infrared devices, halogen lamp, microwaves, platinum resistors, and induction heating when performing PCR on a chip. However, the use of multiple heating sources increases the overall footprint of the device despite the numerous advantages of involved with continuous-flow PCR such as a fast reaction time owing to the elimination of the temperature ramp time and high potential for integration with other miniaturized functional components. Some researchers introduced a new mechanism that requires the use of only a single temperature control for nucleic acid amplification: isothermal amplifications \[[@B68]-[@B70]\]. Although in isothermal PCR, one temperature control is sufficient for the reaction, some of these systems require the use of RNA or two sets of primers, thus restricting their use to special cases.

In our studies, we have greatly simplified the issues of temperature control by fabricating microdevices by stacking the device in multiple layers. In one study, we fabricated a 3 dimentional (3D) continuous-flow PCR microdevice by assembling two PDMS substrates in a vertical arrangement \[[@B11]\] ([Fig. 2A-D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Because the material used was PDMS, a kind of a rubber, the intrinsically low thermal conductivity of PDMS (0.16 to 0.2 W·K^-1^·m^-1^) \[[@B71]-[@B73]\] when fabricated in a certain thickness generates a temperature gradient along the vertical direction. When the microdevice fabricated by using PDMS is placed on a heater, the lowest and the topmost surfaces of the PDMS display two distinct and completely isolated temperature realms, enabling two-temperature PCR with the use of a single heater. The numerical derivations required to calculate the approximate thickness for obtaining the desired surface temperature for the annealing/extension procedure were also derived. This new 3D fluidic configuration enables the use of only a single heater to control two temperatures simply by controlling the thickness of the PDMS substrate. In this study, we successfully amplified a 230-bp plasmid vector by use of a commercially available and highly cost-effective hot plate as a single heating source.

In another study, we fabricated, a qiandu (right triangular prism)-shaped microdevice with PDMS \[[@B74]\] ([Fig. 2E-G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In this qiandu-shaped microdevice, a height-dependent thermal gradient was established linearly on the slanted plane of the microdevice simply by heating the microdevice with a single heater, because the heat-insulating characteristic of the PDMS material was used. Furthermore, the resulting height-dependent temperature gradient generated on the slanted plane can retain all possible temperatures existing within the lowest and highest temperature ranges created at the top and bottom of the qiandu-shaped microdevice, respectively, eventually creating temperature zones covering the denaturation, annealing, and extension reactions necessary for performing PCR. In this way, the number of heaters is reduced to one, and the overall footprint of the microdevice is subsequently decreased, both of which are considered two main drawbacks of current continuous-flow PCR. Although similar concepts were raised by other researchers \[[@B75],[@B76]\], the formation of the thermal gradient required a cooling element. Using the qiandu-shaped PDMS microdevice, we have successfully amplified a specific sequence in thyroid transcription factor-1 \[[@B77]-[@B79]\], which is an effective marker of lung and thyroid carcinomas, by use of a commercially available hot plate and without the use of a cooling system.

MINIATURIZATION OF A SAMPLE ACTUATION DEVICE
============================================

Simplification of the sample injection process in a typical microfluidic experiment is one of the key issues for the successful miniaturization and integration of a variety of analytical and bioanalytical reactions in a portable micro Total Analysis Systems. Although the footprint of many microdevices was demonstrated over a decade ago, the issues regarding the use of essential external accessories such as heaters for temperature control and pumps for sample actuation hinder total integration \[[@B80],[@B81]\], thus restricting practical applicability in on-site and direct field uses. Although some efforts have been made to simplify the heating apparatuses, the issue of sample injection or actuation remains a bottleneck when enhancing the portability of the device. For this reason, researchers have endeavored to simplify and automate the sample injection issue by combining gravitational force and liquid surface tension, particularly for sperm cell sorting \[[@B82]\]. Some exploited the potential of the highly gas-permeable nature of PDMS for a stand-alone and self-powered integrated device for blood assay \[[@B83]\], and some introduced a self-contained, chemically powered chip utilizing the catalytic decomposition of H~2~O~2~ to generate oxygen that could be used for sample injection \[[@B84]\]. Others utilized the intrinsic high gas solubility of PDMS to generate negative pressure inside a microchannel by degassing the microdevice before introducing a sample for DNA and protein analyses \[[@B85],[@B86]\]. In addition to these attempts, various other forces have been used, such as convection flow \[[@B87]-[@B89]\], the thermosiphone effect \[[@B90],[@B91]\], and magnetic field-based flow \[[@B92]\], with the aid of relatively simplified peripherals such as a heater and a magnet. However, owing to specialty in actuation principle, the above-mentioned modes can hardly be integrated with other functional units. For this reason, pressure-driven flow \[[@B93],[@B94]\] has remained one of the main modes for sample actuation owing to its high stability and reproducibility in injection performance with relatively simple operation regardless of the fact that the use of a bulky and expensive syringe pump is required.

In our study, we attempted to simplify the sample injection issue by creating a pressure gradient along the length of a fluidic channel which was fabricated with gas-permeable PDMS. The pressure gradient was created simply by compressing the air inside the gas-permeable fluidic conduit by using a disposable plastic syringe, and the resulting difference in the volume of air retained at the anterior and posterior ends of the sample accounts for the fluid movement. Here, we have developed a miniaturized and disposable pumping unit using a disposable plastic syringe and have investigated its feasibility for conducting continuous-flow PCR on chip without the use of a bulky external pumping apparatus ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Unlike in earlier studies demonstrating power-free sample injection performance where relatively shorter channels were examined, continuous-flow PCR typically requires an extremely long microchannel exceeding 2 m in length for reaction, and we have successfully demonstrated the potential of integrating a miniaturized sample injection device with a continuous-flow PCR device to realize a self-powered PCR platform, which greatly enhances device portability and enables multiplexing. The proposed sample injection scheme replaces a traditional bulky external pumping apparatus with a disposable plastic syringe and therefore greatly enhances overall device portability as well as accessibility to general users. In our study, we used a spiral microchannel. Compared with the more commonly adopted serpentine structure, spiral architecture effectively controls temperatures and therefore prevents unwanted amplification of nonspecific byproducts such as primer-dimers. In addition, the overall device footprint is reduced. Despite the many advantages of using spiral architecture as mentioned above, it is difficult to precisely regulate the liquid flow rate when the structure is used for continuous-flow PCR, which results in regionally different residence times in each amplification cycle. To overcome the disadvantages of adopting the spiral configuration while retaining its advantages, we attempted to couple the spiral microchannel with the proposed sample injection scheme, because the flow of the sample diminishes gradually as it moves toward the end of the fluidic conduit owing to the gradual decrease in the pressure gradient. This synchronized sample residence time in each temperature zone carries throughout the entire reaction of the continuous-flow PCR. As a proof-of-concept experiment, a 230-bp gene fragment was successfully amplified from a pGEM-3Zf(+) plasmid vector, and as a practical application, the first 282 bp of the interferon-beta (IFN-β) promoter \[[@B95]\] was also successfully amplified from a human genomic DNA.

MICRODEVICE ASSEMBLY
====================

Bonding is one of the critical issues in microfluidic device fabrication. In the early days of this technology, microdevices were fabricated on the surface of glass or quartz, because the applications were mainly on microscale separation, driven by an electro-osmotic flow \[[@B96],[@B97]\] for sample movement. However, because of complicated fabrication processes such as anodic or fusion bonding, which involve high temperature and pressure as well as voltage application, polymer materials have received much attention in microdevice fabrication. PDMS, a silicone elastomer, has been most widely adopted as a material for microdevice fabrication owing to a simple molding process, optical transparency in visible wavelengths, high thermal resistance, inexpensiveness, and biocompatibility. In addition, robust and stable device assembly can be achieved by forming surface hydroxyl groups via plasma treatment, corona discharges, and UV/ozone treatments, followed by thermal curing. However, microdevices fabricated on PDMS, a thermosetting resin, do not generally form irreversible bonds with plastic materials, thermoplastic resin, regardless of oxygen plasma treatment and a subsequent thermal process. Bonding between PDMS and various materials can provide useful functions, such as when fabricating microvalves, which require an elastomeric membrane, or when immobilizing biomolecules, because PDMS-polymer hybrid microdevices can provide versatile surface functionalities. For this reason, many researchers have strived to find alternatives to realize PDMS-plastic assemblies. In our study, we introduced a new scheme called \"chemical gluing\" for bonding PDMS at room temperature by anchoring chemical functionalities on the surfaces of PDMS substrates \[[@B36]\]. This new bonding strategy was realized by anchoring amine-terminated silane (aminosilane) on one PDMS substrate and epoxy-terminated silane (epoxysilane) on the other PDMS substrate via a silane coupling reaction followed by amine-epoxy bond formation. It is well known that the reaction between the amine and the epoxy groups leads to the formation of a strong amine-epoxy bond \[[@B98],[@B99]\] at room temperature, which can therefore act as chemical glue enabling robust and permanent bonding in a facile manner without the use of heat ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Using this method, the PDMS was permanently bonded with various substrates, such as PMMA, PET, and PI, and the bonded device endured tremendous amounts of sample introduction. The per-minute injection volume was nearly 1,000 to 2,000 times that of the total internal volume of the microchannel used ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The successful surface modifications were confirmed by performing various surface characterizations such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, contact angle measurement, and fluorescence analyses, and the bond strength of the PDMS-PDMS homogeneous or PDMS-plastic heterogeneous assemblies were analyzed by performing pulling, tearing, and leakage tests. The introduced chemical gluing is highly advantageous, especially when thermally fragile microscale components such as optical waveguides and fibers as well as cells or biomolecules must be integrated and incorporated into the microdevice before the bonding. The obtained robust seal could provide a cell-friendly or biomolecule-friendly microenvironment, thus allowing in-depth research in various biological studies on a microscale. Also, the dual functionalities obtained as a consequence of the chemical gluing were demonstrated to be highly effective for achieving directed and targeted immobilization to a predetermined site inside the microchannel.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

In this study, several unit components were introduced, such as a continuous-flow PCR unit, sample injection unit, and a mechanism for device assembly under room temperature and atmospheric pressure condition. All the unit components were fabricated by using a PDMS elastomer, and sample flow was actuated by pressure. Pressure-actuated sample flow inside a microchannel with the use of a disposable plastic syringe and the operation of the device with a single heater enabled overall downsizing of the device footprint and replaced the use of bulky and expensive peripheral accessories such as a pump and heaters. Also, the room temperature bonding strategy enabled rapid assembling of the device within 1 hour, thus paving the way for the mass production of the microdevice. Successful amplification of practical disease markers ensures the potential application of the microdevices for medical and clinical diagnoses, extending its application to urodynamic studies in molecular level, with enhanced device portability and disposability and the elimination of sample degradation and contamination issues.
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![Unit components making up the lab-on-a-chip (LOC) system.](inj-17-2-g001){#F1}

![(A-D) 3 dimentional (3D) continuous-flow polymerase chain reaction (PCR) microdevice. (A) A photo of a microdevice placed on a single heater. (B) Continuous up-and-down movement of a colored ink solution inside a 3D microchannel. (C) Height-dependent temperature distribution with the use of a single heater at the bottom. (D) Result of agarose gel electrophoresis displaying 230 bp target amplicon amplified from pGEM-3Zf(+) plasmid vector. (E-G) Qiandu-shaped microdevice for performing continuous-flow PCR. (E) A photo of a microdevice. (F) Temperature distribution measured on the slanted surface when placed on a single heater. An imaginary white line was drawn to show the position of the microchannel. (G) Enlarged serpentine microchannel on which one complete thermal cycle (denaturation and annealing/extension) is defined.](inj-17-2-g002){#F2}

![Scheme and result demonstrating sample injection employing a disposable plastic syringe. (A) A schematic illustration showing a spiral microchannel fabricated with poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) and placed on two heating blocks for performing continuous-flow polymerase chain reaction (PCR). (B) A photo showing sample flow inside a spiral microchannel actuated by a disposable plastic syringe. (C) Result of agarose gel electrophoresis amplifying a 230-bp target amplicon from the pGEM-3Zf(+) plasmid vector. Target band intensities were comparable when performed off-chip and on-chip.](inj-17-2-g003){#F3}

![(A) Schematic illustration demonstrating the mechanism for bonding poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) and plastic substrates, independently grafted with either aminosilane or epoxysilane, under room temperature and atmospheric pressure condition. A strong amine-epoxy bond is formed after 1 hour of physical contact resulting in permanent assembly. (B) Results of physical detachment of the bonded assemblies and colored ink flow inside the bonded microchannel.](inj-17-2-g004){#F4}
